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CLIMBS AND REGIONAL NOTES

Kuthi valley project 1968 was launched by the Council of Himalayan
Exploration and Research, Calcutta, with the intention of climbing and
scientific research in that area. The valley lies on the easternmost border of
Uttar Pradesh almost adjoining the Indo-Tibet border. A summit party
comprising Nitai Roy, Dilip Chatterjee and Sherpas Wanchoo and Pemba
Tharkay climbed an unnamed peak, north-west of Garbyang.
Some fossils, botanical specimens and insects were also collected. Evidence
of an old civilisation was discovered.

Lampak group (from 20,280 ft to 21,770 ft). Two of the five peaks in tr.e
Lampak group were scaled by members of the Parbat Abhiyatri Sangha,
Calcutta, which was led by Nemai Bose. Prodyot Chatterjee, Tapas Bhattacharjee, Sujan Koley, Sisir Ghosh and three Sherpas climbed one of them on
17 September; the other one was scaled on 21 September by Prodyot Tapas,
Sujan, three Sherpas and a porter. The heights or the identity of the peaks have
not yet come to hand.

Nepal

Prospects for 1969 and 1970 Although we have known for nearly a year now
that the Nepalese Government intended to lift its ban (in force since the end
of 1965) on mountaineering expeditions entering the Kingdom, and although
the lifting of the ban was officially announced in 1968, we still await the publication of the new set of rules which will regulate the conduct of expeditions in
Nepal. And until these are published, and the correct form of application
made known, prospective candidates for the Nepal mountains in 1969 must
wait in frustrated silence while the time for preparation slowly runs out. As
these notes are being compiled in mid-January, any surmises on the content of
the regulations are likely to be rendered out of date by the (one hopes) publication
of the regulations themselves; nevertheless I hope that the following comments
may be worthwhile, on the situation as it now appears.
We know the regulations have existed in draft form for some months, but the
process of passing the document through the different Government departments concerned is evidently taking much longer than was foreseen. One
forecast can however be made with fair confidence now in January. That is,
with one exception, it is most unlikely that any major expedition will now be
able to obtain a permit and make preparations in time to arrive in Nepal for a
pre-monsoon climb in 1969. This would entail arriving in the country by the
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beg:nning of April at the very latest while early l\larch would be preferred by
most organisers. The exception is the D.A. \'. nine-member expedition to
Annapurna I (26,5°4 ft) led by Ludwig Greissl. Stemming partly from a visit
to r\epal by the Prime l\Iinister of Bavaria in 1968, the organisers have been
able to receive sufficient assurances in advance to justify the continuation of
full-scale planning preparations for this expedition. The party plans to climb
the mountain (first climbed by the French in 1950) along its long East ridge,
which will be reached over the summit of Glacier Dome (c. 23,459 ft) at the
head of the Modi valley, north-west of Pokhara.
A number of expedition applications accumulated over the past two or three
years are still with the l\Iinistry of Foreign Affairs in I athmandu, but these
will not be processed until the revised regulations have been approved by the
Government; and then those who still wish to ccme will presumably have to
initiate fresh applications before permits can be granted.
There may yet be time for a small, flexibly and economically organised party
to start from scratch and obtain a permit (provided its objective does not clash
with an expedition on the waiting-list) and be in the field for a month's climbing
by the beginning of May. Larger groups with a more complicated organisation
and with funds still to be rais~d-no permit, no funds-planned for the spring
of 1969 and even the autum:., will either have to cancel or postpone. Such a
casualty \ 'ill almost certainly be the long-planned Japanese Alpine Club
Expedition to Everest. While the position of a party like this enjoying national
support is difficult enough, it is far worse in the case of a private organisation
which none the less has set itself an ambitious goal. The International Dhaulagiri Expedition, planned for the post monsoon season of 1969, with which the
writer of these notes is involved, is now on the danger list. A pity, as the idea
of trying a big /If/climbed mountain (Dhaulagiri 1I, 25,429 ft) by not the easiest
but the most difficult route (the j orth-east face) was at least original
Gauri Shankar has attracted applications from Great Britain, Switzerland,
Germany and Japan, but is not on the list of peaks which may be attempted.
Among the applications lying with the government the majority will undoubtedly be from Japanese parties, and one or more will doubtless be for Peak 29
(25,7°5 ft)the highest unclimbed mountain in Nepal, if one excepts higher unclimbed points or subsidiary summits, such as Lhotse 11 or some of the lower
Kangchenjunga tops. (A case may, however, be made for Kangbachen
which is higher-25,925 ft-and more or less separate from the rest of
Kangchenjunga.)
There are several contenders for Everest, of which only the Japanese party
is in a state of advanced preparation. There is growing interest in the South
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face (properly speaking the South-west face) of Everest. If the Japanese, in
view of their long-standing application, are given preference for the spring of
1970, then any South face attempt will be pushed back to 1971. The Dhaulagiri
party mentioned earlier had plans here for 1970, but the problems of launching
a privately organised Everest Expedition become terrifying when closely
examined. However, a merger with another interested group may yet see these
optimists at the foot of 'the' face in 1971.
The list of permitted mountains which was published by the government in
August 1968 includes only five in Eastern Nepal-Everest, Lhotse, Nuptse,
Pumori and Makalu. In Central and West Nepal, access to peaks in the
following ranges will be allowed-Himal Chuli and Manaslu, Annapurna and
Dhaulagiri, and, further to the West, Kanjiroba and Byas Rishi Himal (Api
and Nampa).
From Kangchenjunga in the far north-eastern corner of Nepal westwards to
Ganesh Himal, north of the Kathmandu valley, the crest line of the main
Himalaya range and the epal-Tibetan border are more or less the same. In
this zone the authorities have selected five well-known mountains, although
they are frontier peaks, probably as much as a gesture of ownership as anything
else. There are anomalies, and many attractive non-frontier peaks are excluded.
The climber may ask 'If Pumori, why not Ama Dablam?'. The only answer at
present is to wait. A start has been made and a further easing of restrictions may
follow.
West of Ganesh Himal there is a strip of 1 epalese territory north of the main
range, and the frontier here lies along the line of what Hagen has called the
Tibetan marginal mountains. In Central and West Nepal, therefore, virtually
all the major groups and summits are now permitted, although by no means
all of the latter are on the official list. However, whereas in East Nepal an
application to climb, say, Chamlang (not a frontier peak) would almost certainly not be considered, a reasoned application to climb a peak in the Annapurna range not appearing on the list might be successful. A case in point is
Hiunchuli (21,133 ft) a virgin and very attractive mountain suitable for a
small party in the neck of the Modi gorge, north of Pokhara. It is not on the
list, although its higher and very close neighbour, Annapurna South
(23,683 ft), is.
Finally, a tip for Nepal aspirants concerning when to come. In most years the
post-monsoon (autumn) season offers better weather then the pre-monsoon
(spring), although the latter period is generally preferred for the higher
mountains. During the lean years of the expedition ban most of the best
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Khumbu Sherpas found alternative employment with agencies orgaOlslOg
mountain treks and small climbs for visitors to Nepal. This new business
has boomed, and the preferred season is the autumn and winter. Therefore
although some Sherpas will of course be available the year round, the supply
and choice of good men is likely in future to be considerably easier in
the spring.
J. O. M. Roberts

Procedure for British applications for Nepal Col Roberts' notes above
will be of interest to potential climbers in Nepal and we shall all await anxiously
the full regulations being made by the Nepalese Government. British parties
should note that the procedure here (as at present known) is that expeditions
to Nepal require the approval of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (to
cover any political points), and of the Mount Everest Foundation for the
technical aspects of the venture. If an expedition is one not falling within the
compass of the M.E.F's activities, but has a geographical or scientific character
that secures the approval of the Royal Geographical Society, then the latter's
support can take the place of that of the M.E.F. Hence, applications for permission to take an expedition to Nepal should be submitted in good time
(possibly a year ahead) to the Far Eastern Department, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, with copies also to the Royal Nepalese Embassy in London (12a
Kensington Palace Gardens, W8) and to the British Ambassador in Nepal,
(British Embassy, Kathmandu). For uniformity's sake, the applications should
be addressed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Nepal,
Kathmandu, and copies sent as above. As the number of forms that have to be
submitted is uncertain, it will probably be judicious and time-saving for
applicants to have their basic application run off on a Roneo, so that a good stock
of the forms is available. (Readers of the article-p 218 above-about the
Manchester Karakoram party last year will notice that fifteen copies had to be
submitted to the Pakistan High Commissioner in London, so it is well to make
ample provision in such a matter.)
When further details of the rules to apply in Nepal are known, these can be
notified to members of the Alpine Club through a Club circular, or, ultimately,
in another issue of the A.J.
T. S. Blakeney

Sun Kosi River: first ascent from Chatra (near In·dia-Nepal border) to
Dolaghat (near Kathmandu), with exploration of lower reaches of
main tributaries, 1968 Sir Edmund Hillary's Himalayan Jet-boat Expedition: Mike Gill, Jon Hamilton, Sir Edmund Hillary (leader), John McKinnon,
Max Pearl, Jim Wilson. As an alternative to mountaineering, river exploration
16
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5 E:ltplorillg III Tall/ur river, tributary of the

un Ko i

ha it advanta e , particularly when the ri\'er runs throu h the hills of :\epal
and drain :'Ilount Evere t, a the un Ko i doe. A the :-\epal Himalaya had
be n out of bound for ome four ears, Ed. Hillar 's idea of taking jet-boats
200 mile up the un K i durin a school-building expedition wa ob iou Iy
attractive. There was added justification too in that the rivers of l'\epal might
provide a rapid route for tran portation into the inacces ible interior. 'Where
the ri\'ers are road' was the title of our propo d film.
\ hen on the fourth da out, one of our two jet-boats dug its no e into the
centre of a huge wa e on a un I osi tributar and sank we began to have econd
thoughts about our road. We had et out after lunch for a brief reconnais ance
of the lower ,run before carr ing a camp up next day. For a few miles the
going was eas . Then the walls of the gorge clo ed in, the confined water
banked up into steeper and steeper waves and their breaking crests grew
whiter and more vicious. Ed. and I were with Ion Hamilton in the front boat
when b hind u we saw the second boat disappear from sight longer than it
should have. uddenly, like a big white whale in it death agony, the boat reared
its bow out of the water, turning sideways, plumed a last white jet of water into
the air and ank below the foaming surface, never to be een again. There was
nl one per on not di mayed and surpri d at thi turn of events and that
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was Pasang, the Sherpa cook, crouching in the rear of the sinking boat. 0 far
as he could see this busines of filling the boat with water and turning up ide
down was all part of the madness of jet-boating, and he wa hauled out only
just in time. t least the loss of one boat simplified our plans-no more dallying
with the tributaries for a bit of added excitement. From that moment we were
dedicated to the serious business of bringing the trip to a successful conclusion
by reaching the Chinese bridge of the Sun Kosi just out ide Kathmandu,
200 miles further up the river. Against us was the fact that the river was till
in flood with the last of the monsoon rains. But in our favour was the excellence
of our craft, 15 ft of fibre-glass hull, 160 hp in the motor to hurl out of the stern
a great white tail of a jet that could push the boat along at 40 mph in 2 inches of
water, and manoeuvre it with the accuracy of a slalom skier. Jon Hamilton
was our driver and his handling of the boat in big water was masterly. Where
a tributary came in, it brought a bank of boulders over which the river frothed
and foamed into lines of big breaking-pressure waves. The little boat, with its
pale-blue sun canopy making it like some latter-day Ajr£can Queen, bucked
and jumped, disappearing in howers of spray or vanishing in the troughs
between waves, but always at the top of the rapid it would burst safely through
the last line of waves into the smooth water beyond. It was not all like that.
There were long relatively flat stretches where dug-out canoes plied back and
forth; there were terra cotta villages with crowds of excited :\epalis rushing
down to the water's edge to see this fastest of all boats; there were throngs of
monkeys swinging easily along the cliffs and overhangs beside the river; and
each night we pitched our tents on beaches of white sand. When we came round
the last bend on the eleventh day and saw the squat hulking structure of the
Chine e bridge we were sorry our trip had been so short. l\Iaybe the rivers
make rough roads in the monsoon, but for a holiday they are incomparable.
Mike Gill

Map ofKhumbu Himal The German geographical journal Erdk1l7lde (March
'968, vol. xxii) includes an excellent 1 : 50,000 map, in the making of which
Erwin chneider, Carl Troll and Ulrich Schweinfurth took part.
E. Echevarria C

